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Abstract
Background Desmoid-type �bromatosis is a low grade soft tissue sarcoma that derives from mesenchymal progenitor cells. Without characteristics of
imaging, desmoid-type �bromatosis often confused with stromal tumors clinically. The disease characterized by local invasiveness and local recurrence but
rare do metastasize. It can occur anywhere in the body. Most common location is the abdominal wall, nearly 30%~50% in all cases. It can also occur in the
abdominal cavity, with a low incidence. At present, all types of desmoid-type �bromatosis follow the treatment consensus of extra-abdominal type. However,
because of the di�culty in preoperative diagnosis, sometimes it is hard to choose the appropriate treatment.

Case presentation We describe the case of a 22-years-old woman, who was diagnosed with an abdominal mass . She was a healthy individual who was
incidentally diagnosed with abdominal mass. The mass was under the suspicion of gastrointestinal stromal tumors in a local hospital, according to the result
of MRI scan. A CT scan of her abdomen showed a huge hypoechoic mass in the hepatic. Under misdiagnosis as hemangioma of liver in our hospital, she
underwent a laparoscopic resection of the tumor . Postoperatively, the tumor was con�rmed to be a desmoid-type �bromatosis by patholgical and
immunohistochemical �ndings.

Conclusions In conclusion, due to the high risk of recurrence, the diagnosis before treatment is the most important part in the management of desmoid-type
�bromatosis. Even if it is rare, DF should also be included in the differential diagnosis. Treatment needs to be evaluated according to the location of the lesion.
For lesions on the body surface, pathologic examination will be safer and more useful. Surgery is still one of the best choice for intra-abdominal desmoid-type
�bromatosis patients. Meanwhile, in order to change the operation in time, the clinicals should keep a rigorous attitude in surgery, if preoperative diagnosis is
di�cult.

Introduction
Desmoid-type �bromatosis,also known as aggressive �bromatosis or desmoid tumour. It is a rare, low grade soft tissue sarcoma that derives from
mesenchymal progenitor cells. According to the Mayo Clinic, the annual incidence is between three and four parts per million [1]. Desmoid-type �bromatosis
was �rst reported by MacFarlane in 1832 and it was named for the �rst time by Muller according to its general appearance and texture in 1838[2].The disease
characterized by local invasiveness and local recurrence, but rarely metastatic lesions[3].The local recurrence rate is high ,between 15–77%[4, 5].DF can occur in
many places, the most common position are extremities and abdominal wall. It can also occur in abdomen al cavity, with a low incidence (15% of DF cases).
By the location of the disease, DF usually can be divided into three types: extra-abdominal, abdominal, or intra-abdominal. Due to the interference of
abdominal visceral organs, intra-abdominal DF often confused with stromal tumors clinically. At present, all types of DF follow the treatment consensus of
extra-abdominal type, which sometimes makes it hard to choose the appropriate treatment. Here, we present an uncommon case of one patient who was hard
to diagnosis by imaging and a review of the relevant literature.

Case Presentation
A 22-years old women presented to the hospital with the complaint of an abdominal mass for a month. She was hospitalized for an abdominal mass in local
hospital. Because there are no obvious symptoms, she had a good diet and sleep quality, with normal stools and urine, and no obvious change in weight. She
was a healthy individual who had no speci�c medical history. She did not drink or smoke. The MRI scanning result showed a huge hypoechoic mass in her
right abdominal cavity, measuring 12mm*7 mm.She was �nally diagnosed with suspected stromal tumors in the local hospital.

On admission, the abdomen was soft, without varicosities, and a slight bulge could be seen in the right side. A mass with diameter of about 12 cm was
palpable near the lower margin of the right costal arch. The mass was hard, with a smooth surface, a clear boundary, and poor mobility. Without rebound
tenderness or guarding,abdominal MRI scanning showed a huge hypoechoic mass in the hepatic(Fig. 1). The mass had a clear boundary, smooth surface and
an oval shape. The vascular enhancement was obvious at venous stage. Finally, the imaging diagnosis was considered as liver hemangioma. Due to the
difference between the two MRI �ndings, the patient also assessed an abdominal CT scan, but the result was still the same as MRI. No GISTs was found by
the gastroduodenoscopy results. In other laboratory examinations, there was no obvious abnormality, only slight increase of CA-125 in tumor markers. Medical
history showed no abnormalities.

After evaluation was complete,the patient was recommended for a laparoscopic surgery. At surgery, the mass was a large white oval, compressing the liver.
With a very tough surface and capsule, the mass seemed smooth. It was found suspected originated in the visceral peritoneum, which was suspended below
the diaphragm. The mass was clearly squeezing the liver, but there was a boundary between them and there were no adhesions. The mass was completely
excised from the diaphragm, and wound surface was carefully sutured to stop bleeding. To be on the safe side, except for complete resection of the tumor, it is
worth mentioning that we set an incision protector while removing the tumor, according to the intraoperative diagnosis.

Pathological results showed a revealed DF of the visceral peritoneum (Fig. 2a,b ). Immunohistochemical �ndings were positive for nuclear beta-catenin, CD31,
CD34, whereas SMA, ER, PR, Desmin, S100, CD117 were negative. There was less than 3% cells which were Ki67-positive. Because of the potential malignancy
of the disease, the patient was required for returning to hospital every six months for follow-up. Up to now, there was no signi�cant recurrence signs according
to the imaging examination.

Discussion And Conclusions

Pathogeny
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The cause of the disease is still unclear. Some researchers showed that patients with familial adenomatous polyposis(FAP) have a higher risk of developing
desmoid-type �bromatosis, comparing with non-FAP population[6] .Meanwhile, FAP related tumors are more likely to occur in the abdominal cavity[7].Other
studies suggest that surgical trauma and neuroendocrinology may have an important role in the pathogenesis of DF[8, 9].Although the cause of DF remains
controversy , most of them acknowledge that the pathogenesis should be a combination of multiple factors.

Mutations in the CTNNB1 gene, which encodes beta- catenin, are considered to be the key factor of pathogenesis in sporadic DF. CTTNB1 is located on
chromsone 3p21 with 16 exons, which mainly encode beta-catenin. The mutation in the CTNNB1 gene that result in elevated beta-catenin appear to alter
mesenchymal stem cell differentiation , and remarkably promoting the growth of tumour[1]. Beta-catenin is a transcriptional activator which signi�cantly
associated with a potential risk of recurrence[10].In the case of CTTNB1 mutation, the incidence of DF can be signi�cantly increased, from 39% to 87%
[11].Therefore, mutation analysis of beta-catenin is regarded as a speci�c diagnostic tool for DF diagnosis.

Diagnosis
The preoperative diagnosis of desmoid-type �bromatosis is challenging. With no speci�city on imaging, intra-abdominal DF is often confused with other soft
tissue tumor, especially gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs). Up to now, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is still the main means of imaging, which can
be used for diagnosis, local staging and follow-up[12].Although the key diagnostic feature in MRI has already pointed out for decades[13],in�uenced by the
experience of clinicians ,the misdiagnosis rate is still high in the preoperative diagnosis of DF. Imaging is helpful to determine the location and invasion of DF,
but it can hardly distinguish it from other soft tissue tumors. Meanwhile, due to the complexity of organizational structure, determining the origin of tumor by
imaging means is also di�cult. Hence, comparing with the diagnostic value, imaging may be more advantageous in management of the disease, especially
when tumors occur in rare locations.

Pathologic examination is the primary means of diagnosis. However, nuclear accumulation of beta-catenin has been also observed in other soft tissue
neoplasms. In this case, a mutations analysis of CTNNB1 should be performed which is more speci�c to the diagnostic of DF[14]. Even DF is a rare disease,
due to the high rate of recurrence, European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) suggested that needle biopsy should be mandatory
prior before the treatment is started[15].The accurate preoperative diagnosis of DF is still challenging, and a complete diagnostic strategy seems necessary.
Recent research has been working toward this aspect. A study comes from Poland presented a short algorithm(Fig 3.) of immunostainings that can be useful
in differential diagnosis[16].

Treatment
The treatment of DF has changed in the past 10 years. Up to now. There is no standard treatment for DF. Therapeutic options include surgical resection,
radiation therapy, chemotherapy, anti-in�ammatory therapy, and hormone therapy.

Therapy is necessary when the disease causes obvious symptoms, if possible, surgical resection is still the �rst choice of treatment. According to the guide
line of Nation Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), surgical resection should be considered for patients with clinical symptoms or organ
dysfunction[17].But recently, there is a current shift to non-surgical approaches, named the “wait-and-see policy”, due to the high risk of relapse after surgery.
Even if it is still controversial, more and more investigators have recommended that the “wait-and-see policy” has been proposed and advocated as a viable
approach to therapy[15].This approach has been assessed by many different trails .A study from France comparing surgical versus “wait-and-see policy”,which
conducted a prospective study of 771 con�rmed cases, found that these was no signi�cant difference in prognosis between the two groups .The studies also
pointed out that the position of DF can affect prognosis, especially in the abdominal wall, abdominal cavity ,breast, digestive organ and lower limbs[18].A
meta-analysis with a large sample size yielded similar results[19]. Therefore, compared with other disease, the surgical treatment of DF should be chosen with
caution, a personalized treatment strategies are necessary according to the changing consensus[20].

Radiation and systemic therapy are recommended for patients with unresectable or recurrent disease. Some researchers suggested that radiation therapy
cannot reduce the risk of local recurrence after surgery, especially for patients with an initial negative margin[21]. Meanwhile, other researchers had found
positive effects for those who suffered multiple operations or progressive disease[22].Thus, radiation therapy is regarded as an adjuvant therapy for
incomplete resection or recurrence. For such patients, a systemic therapy also could be helpful. While there are many options, including chemotherapy,
hormone therapy, target therapy and anti-in�ammatory therapy, the therapeutic effect are generally poor. Further research of drugs are still needed.

Comment
According to the above consensus, there were some different that should be pointed out in our treatment process. Although it is recommended for both NCCN
and EORTC, we did not have a needle biopsy before the surgery. Why? Our MRI scan incorrectly revealed a complex mass in the liver, which could be a stromal
tumor, a hemangioma or something else. In this case, a needle biopsy may cause signi�cant bleeding, breaking or metastasis. At the same time, these
complications will be more danger while occurred in the abdominal cavity. On the other sides, making a de�nitive diagnosis for using a �ne needle aspirate
sometimes seems to be di�cult, especially for the intra-abdominal mass. Regardless of the result, in this case, it may lead to obvious disputes due to different
cultures in the East and the West. Different from DF in other position, in case of no accurate pathological diagnosis before operation, a “wait-and-see policy”
seems be not appropriate. In that way, for Chinese patients with intra-abdominal DF, the treatment seems to be contradictory when following the consensus.
On the other hand, it may also cause more risks for clinicians.
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Intra-abdominal DF is often confused with gastrointestinal stromal tumors, meanwhile, the two diseases are similar in tumor behavior. Besides, some
researchers suggested that DF may be controlled by the same genes in the process of the disease with GISTs[23, 24]. But what

s guideline of GISTs, surgery treatment is the �rst choice treatment [25]).There is some moderate evidence suggest surgery may be more helpful for those
patients who are suitable for complete resection, considering of di�cult preoperative diagnosis[26]. The association of two disease may need further studies to
elucidate. Besides, a complete surgical exploration before remove it for this rare disease is always necessary. The clinicals should keep a rigorous attitude,
especially when preoperative diagnosis is di�cult. In the case of misdiagnosis, this maybe the reason why the operation is effective for this patient. Also, for
further understanding of DF, we have a simple summary of the three kinds of diagnosis in this case (Table.1).

The treatment consensus of DF is very meaningful, for lesions on the body surface, pathologic examination will be safer and more useful. But whether the
intra-abdominal DF should be treated as other type of DF (especially for extra-abdominal DF) needs further study.

Table 1
Brie�y distinguishing features of DF/GISTs/Liver hemangioma

  DF GISTs Liver hemangioma

Epidemiology      

Morbidity 2–3 per Million 11-14.5 per Million 0.4–7.3 Percent

Age peak No characteristic 40–60 40–60

Gander 40,M = F
40,M F

M = F M F

Location Arm Abdominal wall Stomach,small intestine Liver

Origin Interstitial cells of Cajal mesenchymal progenitor cells Vascular dysplasia of embryo

Pathogenesis Unclear, maybe related to the mutation of
CTNNB1 gene

Most of them are c-kit mutations Unclear, maybe related to congenital
angiodysplasia

Immunological
marker

β-catenin nuclear gathering CD117 DOG-1 expression No

Tumor behavior      

Distant
metastasis

No No No

Partial invasion Yes Yes No

Local recurrence Yes Yes No

Tumor
con�guration

     

Color White White Red

Texture Hard Hard Soft

Capsule Most of them no Most of them no Yes

Symptom No obvious symptoms No obvious symptoms No obvious symptoms

Diagnosis Pathological examination,no
characteristics of imaging

Pathological examination,no
characteristics of imaging

Imaging examination

Treatment Wait and see,Surgery (still controversial) Surgery Surgery

Conclusion
In conclusion, due to the high risk of recurrence, the diagnosis before treatment is the most important part in the management of DF. Even if it is rare, DF
should also be included in the differential diagnosis. Treatment needs to be evaluated according to the location of the lesion. For lesions on the body surface,
pathologic examination will be safer and more useful. If preoperative diagnosis is di�cult, surgery is still one of the best choice for intra-abdominal DF
patients. Meanwhile, in order to change the operation in time, the clinicals should keep a rigorous attitude in surgery.

Abbreviations
DF: Desmoid-type �bromatosis; MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging; CT: Computed Tomography; FAP: Familial adenomatous polyposis; GISTs:
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Figure 1

The abdominal MRI scanning showed a huge hypoechoic mass in the hepatic, with long T1 and T2 signal , measuring 13.35cm*13.15cm*6.32cm. The
vascular enhancement was obvious at venous stage.
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Figure 2

A. details showing low-grade fusocellular proliferation and delicately �brillated cytoplasm (magni�cation ×100, hematoxylin/eosin). B. strongly positive for
beta-catenin (magni�cation ×200).
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Figure 3

Short diagnostic strategy in differential diagnosis of complex �bromatosis.


